
Virtual Forge Introduces TransportProfiler at SAP® TechEd®
Las Vegas — September, 2016 — Virtual Forge, Inc., an SAP partner, will introduce TransportProfiler at SAP® TechEd® being held
September 19-23, 2016 in Las Vegas in booth 209. 

The Virtual Forge TransportProfiler checks the entries within transport objects in production systems running SAP software for completeness,
consistency and critical changes. The solution is able to anticipate the outcome of changes and risk to security or stability that the change
would cause in the production systems.

TransportProfiler identifies security or stability risks that will result if the changes are applied to the production system. Identifying flawed
changes in advance can prevent system downtime, damage to target systems, and the costs and effort required for correcting errors.

“Understanding the impact that changes will have on their production systems BEFORE they happen is critical. Sometimes a single change
can bring business systems to a standstill,” explains Stephen Lamy, CEO of Virtual Forge Inc. “TransportProfiler provides automatic checking
of changes and can automatically stop unauthorized or risky changes before they are applied. This saves companies time and money.”

Efforts to ensure the integrity of transports and changes they contain are crucial to smooth business operations. TransportProfiler is designed
to manage both simple and complex transport paths with single or multiple target systems. It provides a detailed analysis and evaluation of
individual changes, enabling companies to avert negative consequences in target systems.

Demonstrations of TransportProfiler and other Virtual Forge solutions will be provided during the SAP TechEd conference at booth 209.
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